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response to unexplained elevations in
ALT, to facilitate early detection of
transmission and implementation of
control measures. 2 Routine HCV
screening of hemodialysis patients also
is recommended by the National Kidney Foundation.9 However, dialysis providers are not reimbursed by Medicare for anti-HCV screening, and
screening is not required by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.10 In the 2008 Medicare conditions for coverage for end stage renal
disease facilities,10 CDC recommendations for preventing transmission of infections in hemodialysis units2 were
incorporated by reference, with the exception of screening for hepatitis C. The
referenced recommendations have the
authority of regulation.
This investigation documented four
cases of patient-to-patient transmission of HCV infection and identified five
additional patients who might have acquired HCV infection while receiving
treatment at the hemodialysis unit. Multiple possible mechanisms of HCV transmission were identified, including contaminated health-care worker hands and
treatment surfaces. Contact transmission in the setting of extensive environmental contamination is a common
mechanism for transmission of bloodborne pathogens in hemodialysis units.2
Because this investigation was restricted to patients undergoing treatment as of July 31, 2008, the actual number of incident cases at the hemodialysis
unit might have been larger.
This outbreak highlights the need for
hemodialysis units to adhere to recommendations for infection control and
comprehensive HCV surveillance,
including routine anti-HCV screening, confirmatory testing of anti-HCV
seroconversions, assessment of the
adequacy of infection control practices in the setting of documented
HCV seroconversion, and prompt
reporting to the local health department as required by reportable
disease laws or regulations. Had the
hemodialysis unit in this report
complied with these practices,
HCV transmission might have been

identified earlier, and control measures (e.g., reviewing infection control practices to identify potential
mechanisms of transmission, ensuring adherence to unit infection control policies, and retraining direct care
staff members) could have been implemented to interrupt further HCV transmission. Because many patients with
HCV infection are asymptomatic,
routine screening is essential to
detect transmission within hemodialysis facilities and ensure that appropriate precautions are being followed
consistently.
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